
 

Jemahkitab (JK) is a type of Islamic book in Indonesia, Malaysia and Brunei. These traditional-style books were developed
centuries ago when paper was expensive. They are written with materials such as bamboo, tree bark and cloth, and can be
wrapped in cloth to make them more durable. However the JK format has been modernized through digitalization to make it
easier for people who cannot read or write Arabic script due to poverty or accessibility issues. This site contains many
jemahkitab for reading online . So if you want to know what Quran say about Islam, this is your best choice for that purpose .
Jemahkitab (JK) is more than old book type. This book is still used nowadays in Indonesian Islamic book market. They are
called " Jamak ". But because of the famous JK format, nowadays people call it as Jemahkitab (JK). Because this is a traditional
style of Arabic letters reading method, people also call it as " Jawi ", which means Arabic letters reading method because of
Indonesia's royal family many generations ago originated from Arabia or Middle East . In Malaysia, at the beginning of the 20th
century, Muslim society was growing rapidly and there was a need to create a higher standard of education that could meet the
particular needs of those who had been living in the country for many generations. The Kelantan Education Committee which
was formed in 1913 was one of the earliest to consider the Arabic script as a means of communicating information. In
Indonesia, since ancient times, people use to read letters and writings with writing tools such as pen and paper. It is said that this
type of writing is called "Pambaya". This kind of writing which was used in ancient days is known as "Jawi" today. The script
itself was invented by Ustadh Abdullah bin Muhammad bin Shihab al-Umawiyyin who lived at the beginning of the 18th
century and became a scholar and writer. In the Islamic world, many different formats were used for books. In the Jawi script
translated from Arabic, the letters form a block of straight lines. In the Jemahkitab (JK), there are 19 types of large letters
(15-20 strokes each) which are made up of small ones (2 to 5 strokes). The small letters are also written in two blocks, one is to
write cursive and another is to write it like normal writing. All these characters make their own unique appearance. The JK
format has 15 characters that look like checkersboard or quatrels while the other 12 characters look like writing block.
Sometime people call the jemahkitab like " jamak ". When you say jamak , it means the book is also called traditional style. But
in reality, jamak is a kind of book format which has many type of different formats. With the modern computer technology,
you can easily change the content by digital format . So in modern days, Jamak is not so unique anymore. Some of these are
written by Muhammad Nasiruddin bin Shaddad bin Abdullah al-Mutawalli al-Hafiz. That's why they are named Muhammad
Nasyriyat al-Hafizi, then sometimes based on that name or his father's name "Shaddad".
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